ABSTRACT In this paper, we focus on fairness and spatial reuse in heterogeneous and dense wireless local area networks (WLANs) where stations (STAs) have different capabilities of carrier sensing and basic service sets (BSSs) are densely deployed. First, we show a serious problem of unfairness arising when STAs with different carrier sensing threshold (CSTH) coexist and compete for channel access. To cope with this problem, a dual carrier sensing mechanism has been proposed in the on-going IEEE 802.11ax standardization. This mechanism uses two differentiated CSTHs: a conservative CSTH for fairness among intra-BSS STAs and an aggressive CSTH for spatial reuse by inter-BSS STAs. This dual carrier sensing mechanism may be effective in improving fairness. However, we show that its gain is marginal in terms of spatial reuse because an acknowledgment (ACK) frame is liable to be corrupted due to interference from a data frame transmitted by an inter-BSS STA. In order to avoid ACK corruption, we enhanced the dual carrier sensing mechanism by controlling the transmission time of the data frame. Depending on the receiving signal strength of data frame transmitted by an inter-BSS STA, the proposed mechanism selectively adjusts the concurrent transmission time of the data frame so that ACK frames can be successfully delivered. Results from simulation confirmed the outstanding performance of the proposed mechanism in heterogeneous and dense WLANs; compared with conventional mechanisms, the total throughput was considerably increased by more than two-fold while the fairness among the STAs was improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the IEEE 802.11ax is being actively standardized for the next generation of wireless local area networks (WLANs) [1] . Unlike the previous IEEE 802.11 standards (e.g. 802.11n, 802.11ac, and 802.11ad) focused on an increase in transmission rate, the IEEE 802.11ax standard aims to improve spectral efficiency and area throughput in highly dense WLANs. For this purpose, usage models, simulation scenarios, evaluation methodology, and functional requirements were first defined in the IEEE 802.11ax standard, and now the development of several key enabling technologies in physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers including orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO), higher-order modulation, device-to-device transmission, trigger-based random access, etc. is underway.
In order to improve area throughput by means of spatial reuse, the IEEE 802.11ax task group intends to increase the carrier sensing threshold (CSTH) 1 so that multiple stations (STAs) and/or access points (APs) in different basic service sets (BSSs) can transmit data frames simultaneously. However, an increase in CSTH inevitably leads to an increase in interference from hidden nodes, and this problem becomes exacerbated as the density of STAs and APs increases. To cope with these problems, many mechanisms have been proposed such as dynamic control of receiver sensitivity or transmission power, enhancement of physical and virtual carrier sensing, BSS coloring, simultaneous transmit and receive, and load balancing scheme [1] - [3] . These proposals have hitherto not been very successful in assuring fair and efficient usage of channel resource.
In this study, we deal with the problem of fairness and spatial reuse in heterogeneous and dense WLANs where STAs with different CSTHs coexist and BSSs are densely deployed. In particular, this problem becomes more important as the device-to-device communication technology develops and various types of devices emerge in Internet-ofThings [4] - [6] . We assume that the 802.11ax-capable-STAs (denoted as STA H s) will be incrementally deployed even after the IEEE 802.11ax standard is finalized, and that they have to coexist with legacy STAs that are not capable of IEEE 802.11ax (denoted as STA L s) in a fair way due to the requirement of backward compatibility. We denote P CS,H and P CS,L as the values of CSTH in STA H and STA L , respectively, and consider that P CS,H is higher than P CS,L to improve spatial reuse. We show that a problem of serious unfairness occurs when STA H s coexist with STA L s; the latter almost starve but the former mostly occupy the shared wireless channel. The reason for this problem is analyzed with two aspects: asymmetry of carrier sensing capability and the unintended operation of the binary exponential backoff (BEB) mechanism. Because of these reasons, the conventional hidden node problem occurs in an asymmetric way between STA H s and STA L s. We also show that this problem cannot be effectively mitigated by a ready-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) exchange mechanism, which is a well-known solution to the hidden node problem.
To resolve this unfairness problem and to attain spatial reuse, the dual carrier sensing (dualCS) mechanism is being discussed during the current development of the IEEE 802.11ax standard [1] . Under this mechanism, a STA identifies the BSS of an overhearing data frame and applies two differentiated CSTHs to determine whether to defer the channel access or not. If detecting data transmission by an intra-BSS STA (either STA L or STA H ), a conservative CSTH P CS,L (< P CS,H ) is used to assure fair channel access opportunity among intra-BSS STAs regardless of the capability of channel sensing. Otherwise, if detecting data transmission by an inter-BSS STA, an aggressive CSTH P CS,H is used to allow simultaneous transmissions. Although the dualCS mechanism is helpful to resolve the unfairness problem among intra-BSS STAs, we show that it cannot effectively improve spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs. Even though the simultaneous transmissions of data frames are successful, the dualCS mechanism cannot assure the successful transmission of an acknowledgement (ACK) frame transmitted in the opposite direction to the data frame; the transmission of the ACK frame is prone to corruption by the interference due to the inter-BSS transmission of the data frame. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that reveals the problem of frequent transmission failure of ACK frames, which severely degrades the gain of spatial reuse in dense WLANs.
To avoid the failure of ACK frame transmission in the dualCS mechanism, we propose an enhanced dualCS mechanism, named dualCS+. The underlying principle of dualCS+ is that when simultaneous transmission of data frames is allowed, their transmission time is adjusted so that the asynchronous transmission of data frames is terminated at the same time and the ACK frames can be transmitted without interference from the data frames. Simulation results show that this simple enhancement in the dualCS+ mechanism almost completely prevents the failure of ACK frame transmission and increases the throughput by up to approximately 90% compared to the dualCS mechanism. In the preliminary version of this paper, we focused on the problem of unfairness between STA H s and STA L s without proposing any solution [7] . In this paper, we significantly extend our previous work by considering the problem of ACK failure together with the problem of unfairness and by proposing a unified and practical solution to these two problems. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We support the indispensability of dual carrier sensing to deal with the problem of unfairness among intra-BSS STAs that have different CSTHs.
• We point out the weakness of dual carrier sensing, i.e. it results in the frequent failure of ACK frame transmission which greatly degrades the gain of spatial reuse in dense WLANs.
• We propose a simple and practical solution to achieve two objectives: fairness among intra-BSS STAs and spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs by integrating the dual carrier sensing mechanism with transmission time control. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we state the problem and related work. We propose the dualCS+ mechanism in Section III and evaluate its performance via extensive simulations in Section IV. The conclusions follow in Section V.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT A. UNFAIR CHANNEL SHARING DUE TO THE ASYMMETRIC HIDDEN NODE PROBLEM
We consider a typical example of overlapped deployment of BSSs in a dense area, as shown in Fig. 1(a) ; one legacy STA, STA L , and one 802.11ax-capable-STA, STA H,1 , are associated with AP 1 while another two 802.11ax-capableSTAs, STA H,2 and STA H,3 , are associated with AP 2 . We assume that these two overlapping BSSs (OBSSs) operate on the same channel of the WLAN and all the STAs have the same transmission power but they have different CSTHs. An increase in CSTH (a decrease in carrier sensing range) contributes to spatial reuse between the inter-BSS STAs, e.g. while STA H,1 is transmitting a data frame to AP 1 , AP 2 can transmit its data frame to STA H,2 , as indicated in Fig. 1(b) . However, the simultaneous transmissions by the inter-BSS STAs are not always successful and the difference in CSTH leads to unfair channel access among the STAs.
First, we investigate the effect of asymmetric CSTH on fairness within a BSS. As shown in Fig. 1(a) This problem is exacerbated in a dense OBSS environment. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , consider that STA H,3 is located between STA H,1 and AP 2 so that STA L can sense the transmission of STA H,3 , but STA H,3 cannot sense the transmission of STA L . In this case (as shown in Fig. 1(b) ), STA H,3 starts to transmit its frame to AP 2 even though STA L is transmitting its frame to AP 1 . Unlike the concurrent transmissions within a BSS, the mutual interference generated by two inter-BSS STAs (STA L and STA H,3 ) may affect their transmissions in an asymmetric way and worsen the asymmetric hidden node problem. It is possible that the frame transmitted by STA H,3 is successfully decoded in AP 2 due to weak interference from STA L to AP 2 but the transmission of STA L fails due to significant interference from STA H,3 to AP 1 . Subsequently, according to the BEB mechanism, STA H,3 does not increase its contention window whereas that of STA L is doubled. The BEB mechanism further decreases the channel access opportunity of STA L because it unnecessarily increases the contention window of STA L in response to the transmission failure due to interference from STA H s. We expect this problem to become serious as the density of the nodes increases.
We can consider that this problem can be alleviated by the RTS/CTS exchange mechanism. However, this naive approach cannot solve the problem effectively because of the following reasons. First, the RTS/CTS mechanism unnecessarily restricts the potentiality of spatial reuse because any node should defer channel access as long as it overhears the transmission of an RTS or CTS frame. Furthermore, it has been shown that the RTS/CTS mechanism may lead to the problem of false blocking or pseudo-deadlock situations [8] , [9] where some STAs are falsely prevented from accessing the channel or all the STAs are unnecessarily prohibited from transmitting frames over a long period of time. Second, the RTS/CTS mechanism is still biased toward STA H s when the RTS frames collide. It is possible that STA H,1 (or STA H,3 ), which is unaware of the transmission by STA L , transmits its RTS frame even though STA L is transmitting its RTS frame. Subsequently, the RTS collision makes both STAs retransmit their RTS frames after a random period of time. If STA L transmits its RTS frame before STA H,1 does, its RTS frame might collide again with that of STA H s. Otherwise, if STA H,1 transmits its RTS frame sooner than STA L , STA L defers its channel access after overhearing the transmission of the RTS frame of STA H,1 . RTS collisions may happen more frequently as the traffic load and the density of the STAs increase. Consequently, the RTS/CTS exchange cannot be an effective solution to the asymmetric hidden node problem between STA L s and STA H s.
B. A TRADE-OFF BETWEEN FAIRNESS AND SPATIAL REUSE WITH RESPECT TO CSTH
It is obvious that the asymmetric hidden node problem can be easily avoided when all the STAs regardless of STA L or STA H have the same CSTH, P CS . To determine a proper value of P CS , we need to consider the following two contradicting requirements:
1) For fairness among intra-BSS STAs: P CS should be smaller than the received signal strength (RSS) from any intra-BSS STAs to assure fair channel access. 2) For spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs: P CS should be larger than the RSS from any inter-BSS STA to allow concurrent transmission.
We introduce two measures, P intra,i and P inter,i , to evaluate how well these requirements can be satisfied with a single CSTH, and define them as
where S intra,i and S inter,i are the sets of STAs that belong to the same BSS of STA i and different BSSs of STA i , respectively, and I intra,j and I inter,j are indicator functions defined as
In (2), p rx (j, i) is the RSS of the frame that is transmitted by STA j and measured at STA i , and it is determined by a pathloss model and transmission power. We measured P intra,i and P inter,i via a preliminary simulation. We placed 100 STAs at random positions within a square area of 4R × 4R and placed 4 APs at the position of (R, R), (−R, R), (−R, −R), and (R, −R), respectively. Each STA was associated with one AP closest to the STA. Details about the simulation configuration and path-loss model can be found in Section IV-A. Fig. 2 shows P intra and P inter , which were obtained as the average values of P intra,i and P inter,i for all the STAs for 100 simulations with the location of STAs being random. In the simulation, the carrier sensing range was approximately 92, 48, and 25 m when P CS was −82, −72, and −62 dBm, respectively. The results in Fig. 2(a) where R = 50 m shows the obvious trade-off between P intra and P inter in setting the value of P CS . As P CS increased from −82 dBm to −62 dBm, P intra decreased almost linearly from 0.98 to 0.22, but P inter increased from 0.38 to 0.95. Similar results can be found in Fig. 2(b) when the density of the STAs was increased (the value of R was reduced by half). As long as P CS was smaller than −72 dBm, P intra was very close to one, i.e. all the STAs almost perfectly detected the transmission of intra-BSS STAs; however, P inter was at most 0.33, i.e. the possibility of spatial reuse was strongly restricted. We can conclude from these results that it is hard to achieve the two conflicting objectives of fairness and spatial reuse at an acceptable level by using a common static value of P CS .
C. RELATED WORK
A few approaches are under discussion in the IEEE 802.11ax standard to improve fairness and spatial reuse in dense WLANs, and can be summarized as follows:
• Dual carrier sensing (dualCS) with BSS coloring This approach distinguishes an intra-BSS transmission from an inter-BSS transmission by using BSS color information [10] and applies a differentiated CSTH depending on the type of overhearing transmission. It solves the asymmetric hidden node problem within a BSS and at the same time, allows multiple inter-BSS STAs to access the channel simultaneously to a limited degree. More details and its weakness are discussed in Section III-A.
• Dynamic sensitivity control (DSC) This approach proposes to control the CSTH of each STA in a distributed way to improve spatial reuse. The key idea is that STA i measures the RSS of beacon frames transmitted by the AP, denoted as RSS bc,i , and sets the value of its CSTH, P CS,i , as
where M (> 0) is a margin. As a result, the STA has a larger CSTH (smaller carrier sensing range) as it is closer to the AP, and the possibility of spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs can be increased [11] , [12] .
• Transmission power control (TPC) This approach is an alternative way to improve spatial reuse by controlling transmission power instead of using CSTH. By defining PL i as the estimated path loss of the frame transmitted by STA i and received by the AP, the transmission power of STA i , P tx,i , is adjusted such that
where RSS * is the target RSS of the AP and is set to the sum of the minimum receiver sensitivity and a VOLUME 6, 2018 suitable margin. This approach makes a STA near the AP have low transmission power so that other inter-BSS STAs do not detect its transmission and can access the channel [13] , [14] . The dualCS mechanism can be combined with the DSC and/or TPC mechanisms [15] or the DSC mechanism can be further combined with the conventional RTS/CTS mechanism to mitigate the hidden node problem [16] .
The primitive approaches of DSC and TPC may increase the possibility of spatial reuse but they have to overcome the following several issues. The approach of DSC can realize spatial reuse among STAs close to the AP in different BSSs at the cost of unfair channel access of STAs far from the AP. In addition, it is not free from the hidden node problem, so concurrent transmissions might not always be successful. On the other hand, the approach of TPC has difficulty in estimating the path loss in an accurate and timely manner without an additional signaling mechanism or header overhead. The decrease in transmission power for possible spatial reuse may consequently decrease the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), which will increase the probability of transmission failure or decrease the transmission rate according to a link adaptation mechanism. Conversely, the increase of transmission power in the STA far from the AP rather hinders the possibility of spatial reuse or increases the interference to inter-BSS transmissions.
Besides these approaches in the IEEE 802.11ax standard, extensive studies have been conducted to resolve the hidden node problem or improve spatial reuse in WLANs. They can be classified into three categories: (i) adapting CSTH, transmission power, and/or transmission rate [17] - [20] and (ii) enhancing or modifying the RTS/CTS exchange [21] - [24] and (iii) employing multiple channel or assigning the channel adaptively [25] - [28] . In addition, the effect of CSTH on interference, fairness, and spatial reuse has been widely investigated and an analysis model has been derived to improve fairness in the OBSS environment [29] - [32] . However, these existing studies neither consider the asymmetric hidden node problem arising when STAs have different CSTHs, nor intend to achieve both objectives of fairness among intra-BSS STAs and spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs in heterogeneous and dense WLANs.
III. ENHANCED DUAL CARRIER SENSING WITH TRANSMISSION TIME CONTROL
In this section, we first describe the basic operation of dualCS mechanism and discuss its drawbacks, after which we propose the dualCS+ mechanism to enhance the performance of dualCS by introducing a new CSTH and adjusting the transmission time of a data frame. We also discuss several issues of the dualCS+ mechanism.
A. DUAL CARRIER SENSING: BASIC OPERATION AND LIMITATION
In the dualCS mechanism, it is essential to identify the BSS of an overhearing frame. The BSS can simply be identified by its BSS color or partial BSS identifier (PBSSID), which was proposed in IEEE 802.11ah [10] . In the case of downlink (from AP to STA) frames, a PHY SIG field contains 3-bit BSS color information which is selected by an AP based on its unique ID, e.g. BSSID or MAC address. Similarly, in the case of uplink (from STA to AP) frames, a 9-bit PBSSID is included in the PHY SIG field. Note that the BSS color can be determined in several ways, e.g. using a hash function or coordination by a network administrator, and the probability that neighboring BSSs have the same BSS color is negligible.
In the dualCS mechanism, the BSS of an overhearing frame is identified as either MYBSS or OBSS. The former is the identical BSS of the node (STA or AP) performing carrier sensing, and the latter is a different BSS from that of the node. Depending on the identified BSS, the node differentiates the operation of carrier sensing with two CSTHs, P CS,L and P CS,H (> P CS,L ). In the case of MYBSS, P CS,L is used as the criterion of carrier sensing; that is to say, if the RSS is higher than P CS,L , then the node defers its channel access to avoid interference within the BSS. The value of P CS,L is set to the value of CSTH for STA L s, which is close to the minimum receiver sensitivity, i.e. −82 dBm for a 20 MHz channel. If the frame does not contain any BSS color information or the BSS cannot be identified, the BSS of the frame is assumed as MYBSS. Otherwise, if the BSS is identified as OBSS and the RSS is lower than P CS,H , then the node determines that the channel is idle and attempts to transmit a frame. The value of P CS,H is larger than that of P CS,L but smaller than that of clear channel assessment -energy detection (CCA-ED) (i.e. −62 dBm). 2 In this way, the dualCS mechanism simply deals with the asymmetry of the carrier sensing between STA L s and STA H s within a given BSS.
The dualCS mechanism is effective in assuring fairness among intra-BSS STAs, but it is not totally free from the asymmetric hidden node problem occurring among inter-BSS STAs, and it has several drawbacks in improving spatial reuse in the OBSS environment, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The three cases in Fig. 3 consider the same configuration as in Fig. 1 .
• Case1-Uncertain spatial reuse (USR): In this case, simultaneous transmissions in different BSSs may succeed or not depending on the location of transmitters and receivers. It is possible that (i) both transmissions by STA L and STA H,3 are successful or (ii) the transmission by STA H,3 is successful whereas the transmission by STA L is liable to fail.
• Case2-False spatial reuse (FSR): This case leads to the hidden node problem and should be avoided. The transmission of a data frame from AP 2 to STA H,3 may fail due to severe interference by STA H,1 . On the other hand, the data frame from STA H,1 to AP 1 may be successfully transmitted; however, the ACK frame destined to STA H,1 may be corrupted if the interference by AP 2 is not tolerable.
• Case3-Incomplete spatial reuse (ISR): It seems that this is the most desirable case to realize spatial reuse. However, this is not the case because the ACK frame is susceptible to interference. Even though the data frames transmitted by STA H,1 and AP 2 are successfully delivered to AP 1 and STA H,2 , respectively, the ACK frame transmitted by STA H,2 may be corrupted due to interference by the data frame transmitted by STA H,1 . Via simulations in Section IV-C, we show that the transmission failure of an ACK frame in the dualCS mechanism is not negligible and is a critical factor degrading network performance. It is worthwhile noting that these three cases occur depending on the network topology, the locations of the STAs and APs, and their density, which are neither predictable nor controllable.
B. TRANSMISSION TIME CONTROL FOR SUCCESSFUL SPATIAL REUSE
The primary objective of dualCS+ is twofold; (i) to further enhance the possibility of spatial reuse and (ii) to avoid ACK corruption due to simultaneous transmissions of data and ACK frames. The former is achieved by introducing a new threshold of carrier sensing, P CS,X (> P CS,H ) while the latter is done by adjusting the transmission time of data frame. In doing this, the dualCS+ mechanism neither incurs any additional header overheads nor resorts to any signaling/control messages between the APs and/or STAs, which decreases the achievable throughput and so is not desirable in dense WLANs.
The dualCS+ mechanism mainly tends to improve successful simultaneous transmissions in the case of ISR. As shown in Fig. 3 , we consider that two nodes (i.e. STA H,1 and AP 2 ) in different BSSs transmit their data frames and their transmission times overlap but the starting times of data transmissions are not synchronized. Let us denote a primary transmission as the transmission that precedes the other overlapping transmission, and a secondary transmission as the transmission that follows the primary transmission. 3 The role of transmission time control (TTC) in the dualCS+ mechanism is to make the ending time of the secondary transmission synchronized with that of a primary transmission so that the transmission times of data frames do not overlap with those of the ACK frames and the ACK frames can be delivered without any serious interference. We define d t as the distance between two transmitters of primary and secondary transmissions and P rx (d t ) as the RSS at the distance of d t . We also introduce a new CSTH, P CS,X as
where (> 0) is a control factor. Fig. 4 If a node detects an OBSS frame during the backoff procedure, the dualCS+ allows the secondary transmission and selectively enables TTC depending on P rx (d t ). As indicated in Fig. 4 , dualCS+ has three phases of operation;
The node is not allowed to start a secondary transmission and defers channel access until the primary transmission has finished.
After the backoff procedure has been terminated, the node can transmit its data frame while enabling TTC.
The secondary transmission is allowed after the backoff procedure but the TTC scheme is disabled. Fig . 5 shows the flow chart of dualCS+. The operation of dualCS+ is same as that of dualCS when a node detects a MYBSS frame. Moreover, dualCS+ becomes identical to dualCS if = 0 (i.e. P CS,X = P CS,H ). It is worthwhile to note that, compared to dualCS, dualCS+ is designed to increase the opportunity for secondary transmission thanks to P CS,X and to decrease the probability of ACK corruption due to TTC.
The design rationale of dualCS+ is as follows. First, if the two transmitters in neighboring BSSs are located very closely, i.e. d t < D CS,X , the probability of successful spatial reuse is insignificant due to the mutual interference between data frames of primary and secondary transmissions (see the case of FSR in Fig. 3 ), thus it is desirable to block the secondary transmission in (C1). Second, if D CS,X ≤ d t < D CS,H , we consider that the spatial reuse in the neighboring BSSs is feasible, but the transmission of the ACK frame is interfered by the concurrent transmission of the data frame and this interference is probably not tolerable (see the case of ISR in Fig. 3) . Thus, the problem of ACK corruption may occur in (C2) and it can be properly dealt with by TTC. Third, if d t ≥ D CS,H , i.e. two transmitters are far away from each other, the mutual interference between the primary and secondary transmissions is marginal, and the secondary transmission is permitted without TTC in (C3). There is another reason why the TTC scheme is selectively enabled in (C2). The advantage of TTC is to avoid the corruption of ACK frame in the primary transmission, but its disadvantage is to usually decrease the time of secondary transmission. 4 By taking this trade-off of TTC into account, we only enable the TTC scheme in (C2) but disable it in (C3). The effectiveness of selective TTC will be validated via simulations in Sec. IV-C.
C. Discussion of dualCS+ 1) CONDITION AND EFFECT OF
We derive a condition of to satisfy the design rationale of dualCS+. We consider a typical situation of spatial reuse and data/ACK corruption as described in Fig. 3 . For the sake of tractability, we assume that all the nodes are placed in a onedimensional axis. In addition to d t (distance between STA H,1 and AP 2 ), we define d r,1 and d r,2 as the distance between STA H,2 and AP 2 and the distance between STA H,3 and AP 2 , respectively. We first consider the case of ISR in Fig. 3 where the TTC scheme is not used and the destination node of AP 2 is STA H,2 . In this case, we calculate the SINR of an ACK frame received by AP 2 in the presence of interference due to a data frame sent by STA H,1 . We consider the following path-loss model with a path-loss exponent of α as
Here, PL(d) and PL(d 0 ) are the path-loss in decibel at a distance of d and a reference distance of d 0 , respectively. We also assume that the noise power is negligible compared to the interference power and that the transmission power (P tx ) is same in all the STAs and APs. Then, the SINR of the ACK frame in decibel, SINR ack , can be calculated from (6) as
Note 
where K ack = SINR min ack (10 · α). When α = 3.5 and SINR min ack = 1 dB -2 dB, 5 P s ack ranges between 0.88 and 0.94. This result means that, if d t ≥ D CS,H , the transmission of ACK frame mostly succeeds even in the presence of interference so that the TTC scheme is unnecessary, but otherwise if d t < D CS,H , the probability of ACK corruption is not insignificant and the TTC scheme is required to avoid the possible ACK corruption.
Next, we consider the case of FSR in Fig. 3 , where the data frames sent by STA H,1 and AP 2 are mutually interfered. In this case, we assume that the destination node of AP 2 is STA H,3 . We can calculate the SINR of a data frame received by STA H,3 in the presence of interference by STA H,1 , which is denoted as SINR dat and represented as
Similar to P s ack , we define P f dat as the probability of transmission failure of data frame, i.e. SINR dat < SINR min dat , under the condition that d t = D CS,X and d r,2 changes between 0 and D CS,H . From (9), P s dat can be represented as
where γ = D CS,X /D CS,H (< 1), K dat = SINR min dat (10 · α), and SINR min dat is the minimum value of SINR required for successful decoding of data frame. By considering the capture effect and MCSs of data frames, the typical value of SINR min dat is about 10 dB. We can expect from (9) that if d t < D CS,X , the probability of transmission failure becomes greater than the value of P f dat in (10) because SINR dat decreases as d t decreases. For example, if γ = 0.1 and SINR min dat = 10 dB, P f dat is about 0.95, implying that as long as d t < 0.1 D CS,H (= D CS,X ), the probability of data frame corruption is close to one and that the secondary transmission should be blocked to avoid the failure of primary transmission due to severe interference.
Meanwhile, is related with γ as
5 In our study, we consider that the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) of ACK frames is the most robust one (e.g. BPSK 1/2) for the reliable transmission, regardless of MCS of data frames. This assumption is common in the literature and complies with the IEEE 802.11ax simulation scenario [34] .
Finally, from (10) and (11), we can determine the value of such that P f dat > 1 − , i.e. > −10α log 10 (1 + 10
It can be shown from (11) and (12) that as increases, min decreases and γ increases. In order words, if we want to block the secondary transmission more strictly to avoid interference, we need to decrease the value of , then the condition of (C1) (i.e. d t < γ D CS,H ) extends accordingly. For example, if = 0.05 and 0.1, = 29.2 dB and 18.7 dB, respectively. Lastly, it should be noted that this analysis does not aim to derive an accurate model for performance evaluation, but it is effective to support the design rationale of dualCS+ (i.e. the selective usage of TTC with the extended CSTH of P CS,X ) and to provide a basis to set the value of properly. We discuss the effect of . As shown in Fig. 4 , the increase of makes the secondary transmission with TTC allowed in the wider range of P rx (d t ) (or d t ). However, it does not always contribute to the increase of throughput. If increases, more nodes will attempt to perform the secondary transmission, and then, the interference will be severer and result in the transmission failure of data or ACK frames, even with the TTC scheme. Once the transmission fails, as well as the transmission time of data or ACK frame is wasted, the channel access delay will be increased because the contention window size is doubled according to the BEB mechanism; and thus, the throughput will be decreased accordingly. We will investigate the effect of via simulations in Sec. IV-C.
2) IMPLEMENTATION COMPLEXITY
We discuss the implementation complexity of dualCS+. Compared to the conventional dualCS mechanism, the additional computational cost due to the introduction of P CS,X in dualCS+ is negligible, i.e. only one more operation of comparison is added due to P CS,X . On the other hand, the TTC scheme somewhat increases the implementation complexity of dualCS+. If a sender detects an OBSS data frame during the time of backoff procedure and its RSS is between P CS,H and P CS,X , it decodes the PHY header to estimate the transmission termination time of the OBSS data frame from the fields of RATE and LENGTH. After the backoff procedure is completed without detecting any OBSS data frame whose RSS is greater than P CS,X , the sender generates a MAC protocol data unit (MPDU) for the secondary transmission so that its termination time becomes identical to that of primary transmission. For this purpose, the technique of frame aggregation, fragmentation, and/or zero-padding can be used. However, on detecting the OBSS data frame whose RSS is greater than P CS,X during the backoff procedure, the node abandons the secondary transmission and resets its estimated termination time. When many OBSSs are densely deployed, a transmitter may detect more than one OBSS data frame during the backoff procedure. Then, the TTC scheme determines the termination time of secondary transmission as the earliest termination time among the overhead OBSS frames. As a result, the time of secondary transmission is mostly decreased by the TTC scheme, which is a cost of TTC. Lastly, it is important to note that the dualCS+ mechanism needs to be implemented only in STA H s and APs without requiring any modification to STA L s; thus, the backward compatibility is maintained and it can be incrementally deployed.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first focused on the fairness between STA L and STA H in a single BSS, and validated the effectiveness of TTC under the OBSS situation via extensive simulations. After this, we evaluated the effects of several key parameters like the number of STAs/APs and CSTH by comparing the performance of the dualCS+ mechanism with several existing ones.
A. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION
We implemented the IEEE 802.11 PHY and MAC layers with MATLAB 6 according to the IEEE 802.11ax evaluation methodology and simulation scenario described in [34] and [36] . We used the TGax channel model (channel B) [37] to consider log-distance path loss. The carrier frequency and channel bandwidth were set to 5.3 GHz and 20 MHz, respectively. The transmission power of all the STAs and APs was set to 20 dBm. The values of P CS,L and P CS,H were set to −82 dBm and −72 dBm, respectively. In addition, we considered frame error in which the probability was calculated based on an effective SINR according to evaluation methodology [36] and implemented a link adaptation mechanism by considering the modulation and coding rates of IEEE 802.11ac such that the target frame error rate is lower than 1% for the given value of SINR. When calculating SINR, the noise power of −80 dBm was considered, which is much smaller than the interference power and hardly affects SINR or frame error rate. Table 1 lists the transmission rate, modulation and coding scheme, and the minimum SINR to attain each transmission rate. As per [34] , the values of minimum and maximum contention window were set to 15 and 1023, respectively, and the binary exponential backoff mech- 6 The common event-driven network simulator such as ns-2 or ns-3 [35] calculates the probability of frame error on a per-frame basis; and thus, it has a limit to correctly model various effects of interference and frame error. To deal with this problem, we built a time-driven simulator, which implements all the functions of the IEEE 802.11 PHY and MAC layers required in our study.
anism was implemented. We assumed that the control frames (i.e. ACK, RTS, and CTS) are transmitted at the basic rate of 6.5 Mb/s, which agrees with the common assumption in the literature and the recommendation in [34] and that all the STAs and APs always have data frames to transmit. We set the data frame size as 1500 bytes. We also presupposed that all the BSSs have the same channel throughout the whole simulation study. We considered the following mechanisms for comparing performance:
• BASE: This is a baseline scheme where only a basic channel access mechanism (i.e. distributed coordination function (DCF)) is implemented without any additional mechanisms to enhance fairness or efficiency.
• RTS/CTS: This employs the conventional RTS/CTS mechanism over the DCF, with which the hidden node problem is expected to be mitigated.
• dualCS: This is a conventional dual carrier sensing mechanism without implementing the TTC algorithm.
• AdualCS: This mechanism additionally implements the DSC algorithm in STA H s under the framework of dualCS so that each STA H adjusts the value of P CS,H depending on the RSS of a beacon frame. The DSC algorithm was implemented as described in equation (3) and the value of M was set to 15 dB according to [38] .
• dualCS+: This is the proposed mechanism. The value of was set to 20 dB according to the design guideline in Section III-C. Note that RTS/CTS was implemented in both STA L s and STA H s, whereas three versions of dual carrier sensing mechanism (dualCS, AdualCS, and dualCS+) were not implemented in STA L s. The results given as figures and tables in this section are the average values of 10 random simulations unless otherwise stated. Table 2 summarizes the performance indices considered in simulations. As d increases, the transmission rate of STA H may decrease due to the decrease of SINR. Even though the STAs have different transmission rates, they achieve comparable throughput in an ideal case without transmission failure due to interference, which is in the nature of carrier sense multiple access in multirate WLANs [39] . We intentionally considered only uplink traffic in this simulation, and since the operations of the three versions of dual carrier sensing mechanism are identical under this simulation configuration, we only evaluated the BASE, RTS/CTS, and dualCS+ mechanisms. dualCS+ was similar to that of BASE when d = 50 m; that is to say, dualCS+ was still faced with the symmetric hidden node problem, which is expected to be mitigated by incorporating the RTS/CTS mechanism into the dualCS mechanism.
C. VALIDATION OF TRANSMISSION TIME CONTROL
We investigated the effect of TTC on the performance of dual carrier sensing. Here, we compared the performance of dualCS+ with those of dualCS and AdualCS that do not employ the TTC scheme. We placed N STA STAs at random positions within a square area of 200 m × 200 m, along with 4 APs at the positions of (R, R), (−R, R), (−R, −R), and (R, −R). We set the value of R as 50 m so that the carrier sensing areas of STAs partially overlapped. Hereafter, we considered that one half of the STAs were STA L s and the other half were STA H s in all the simulations. Each STA was associated with the AP closest it and all the STAs including APs always had data frames to transmit. Table 3 lists several values of the ratio of ACK failure when N STA = 20 and 100. We denote F ack , F ack,L , F ack,H , F ack,AP as the number of corrupted ACK frames divided by the number of ACK frames received by all the nodes (STAs and APs), STA L s, STA H s, and APs, respectively. Note that an ACK frame is not transmitted if the corresponding data frame is corrupted for any reason, but an ACK failure may occur even though the data frame has been successfully delivered. We observed the following results from Table 3: • Whereas F ack in dualCS and AdualCS was about 8% -11%, F ack in dualCS+ was very close to zero.
• In dualCS and AdualCS, most ACK failures happened in the AP. When N STA = 100, F ack,AP was higher than F ack,L and F ack,H by about 23 -27 times and 14 -17 times, respectively, implying that the serious problem of ISR occurred in the AP. Moreover, STA H s suffered more ACK failures than STA L s by about 2.5 and VOLUME 6, 2018 1.6 times, when N STA = 20 and 100, respectively. This was because STA H s attempted to access the channel more aggressively than STA L s by means of spatial reuse, but their transmissions were vulnerable to ACK failure.
• In dualCS and AdualCS, F ack,L and F ack,H decreased as N STA increased. The increase of N STA decreased the distance between the nodes so that they were able to sense the transmissions from neighboring nodes, and so the possibility of hidden node problem decreased. However, F ack,AP in dualCS and AdualCS rather increased with respect to the increase of N STA . Regardless of the value of N STA , each AP was able to transmit its data frame as long as no STA within its BSS occupied the channel. Following this, the AP tended to receive corrupted ACK frames because of interference of data frame transmitted by inter-BSS STAs, as shown in Case3 of Fig. 3 .
• dualCS+ effectively avoided any kind of ACK failure in all the nodes. Even in the worst case, the ratio of ACK failure was below 0.2%, and especially, the ACK failure in the APs was perfectly avoided. Moreover, we evaluated the trade-off in TTC and the gain of its selective usage in dualCS+. For this purpose, we considered two variants of dualCS+ mechanism, denoted as dualCS+1 and dualCS+0. The same value of P CS,X was set in these three mechanisms. The TTC scheme was unconditionally enabled/disabled as long as P rx ≤ P CS,X in dualCS+1 and dualCS+0, respectively, whereas it was only enabled if P CS,H < P rx ≤ P CS,X in dualCS+. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show total throughput (TH ) and the ratio of ACK failure (F ack ), respectively, when = 0 and 20 dB. Here, N STA and R were set to 100 and 50 m, respectively. When = 0, dualCS+ becomes identical to dualCS+0 and they had comparable throughput, but TH of dualCS+1 was lower than those of other mechanisms by about 40%, which confirms the cost of TTC, i.e. the decrease of secondary transmission time. However, when = 20 dB, dualCS+ had larger throughput than dualCS+0 and dualCS+1 by about 1.9 and 1.3 times, respectively. The outstanding performance of dualCS+ results from the decrease of F ack shown in Fig. 7(b) . When = 0, F ack of dualCS+1 was lower than those of other mechanisms, thanks to the extended application of TTC scheme in the range of P rx < P CS,H . Both dualCS+ and dualCS+1 significantly decreased F ack when = 20 dB, e.g. F ack of dualCS+ and dualCS+1 was at most 0.2%, whereas F ack of dualCS+0 was greater than 8%. These results in Fig. 7 confirm two points that (i) there exist a trade-off in the TTC scheme; it effectively prevents ACK failures at the cost of throughput decrease, (ii) it is desirable to enable the TTC scheme selectively in the range of P CS,H < P rx ≤ P CS,X .
Next, we further investigated the effect of on the performance of dualCS+. Fig. 8 shows TH and F ACK of dualCS+ when increased from 0 to 40 dB. In this simulation, we considered three cases with different density of nodes by setting the values of R and N STA as (R, N STA ) = (50 m, 100), (15 m, 100), (50 m, 20). As increases, the TTC algorithm is applied to a wider range and the feasibility of spatial reuse increases at the cost of increased interference. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , TH in the first case of (R, N STA ) = (50 m, 100) was almost constant, regardless of (> 0). When the density of nodes became higher in the second case, i.e. (R, N STA ) = (15 m, 100), TH slowly increased as increased up to 20 dB but slightly decreased as exceeded 20 dB. In the third case of (R, N STA ) = (50 m, 20), the density of node was quite lowered and TH gradually decreased as long as ≥ 5 dB. From these results, we observe that affects TH in a different way depending on the density of nodes, but TH is not much changed by as long as ≥ 10 dB. The effect of on F ack is shown in Fig. 8(b) . In the first and third cases, F ACK was almost zero and hardly changed if ≥ 5 dB. However, if the density of nodes was high in the second case, F ack was somewhat affected by (> 0); it was between 2.3% -3.7% when ≥ 5 dB and had the minimum value when = 20 dB. The notable points from the results in Fig. 8 are that (i) the TTC with a non-zero is very effective to decrease ACK failures and significantly contributes to the increase of total throughput, and (ii) the performance of dualCS+ is not much sensitive to the change of (> 0). 
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN A DENSE OBSS ENVIRONMENT
Hereafter, we compared the performance of dualCS+ with those of four comparable mechanisms in an OBSS environment. In this simulation, we placed 4 APs in a similar way to the previous simulation while setting R to 70 m along with one more AP at (0, 0) to consider dense overlapping in the deployment of BSSs. Let us denote BSS 0 as the BSS with the AP at the center and BSS i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) increased th H ,0 by more than 40%, and at the same time, increased th L,0 by about 2.2 and 1.6 times, respectively. Thus, γ 0 of dualCS+ decreased from 8.9 (BASE) and 6.9 (dualCS) to 5.9. Moreover, dualCS+ showed outstanding performance in terms of th AP,0 , which was higher than the other mechanisms by approximately 2.2 -3.2 times. In all the mechanisms, unfairness was eased in the outer BSSs, and the average value of γ i (i = 0), denoted as γ i , was maintained below 2 except for dualCS+, which was smaller than γ 0 by about 2.2 -5.4 times. In terms of , AdualCS obtained the smallest value and dualCS+ the largest. In AdualCS, P CS,H is controlled such that the STA H s located far away from the associated AP have CSTHs comparable to STA L s, so the asymmetry of carrier sensing between STA L s and STA H s is lessened and the throughput ratio can be decreased accordingly. However, the large value of in dualCS+ does not mean poor fairness but instead results from the better spatial reuse by STA H s in different BSSs. The performance enhancement by dualCS+ can also be observed in terms of throughput as shown in Fig. 9 . Although dualCS+ slightly increased TH L compared to BASE and dualCS, it drastically increased TH H and TH AP so that the total throughput (TH ) in all the BSSs was higher than the other mechanisms by about 1.6 -1.9 times. The throughput enhancement of dualCS+ is mainly achieved by the decrease of ACK failure. 
E. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON UNDER VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS
In this subsection, we evaluated the effects of several key parameters on the performance. Hereafter, we considered the same configuration as in Section IV-C, i.e 4 APs with R = 50 m, except for the last simulation.
1) THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF STAS
We investigated the effect of STA's density on the performance by varying N STA . Figs. 10(a)-(d) show TH , TH AP , TH L , and TH H , respectively, when N STA increased from 20 to 100. First, the TH s of BASE, RTS/CTS, and dualCS+ decreased almost linearly with respect to the increase of N STA because transmission failures increased due to collisions and/or interference. Meanwhile, the TH s of dualCS and AdualCS were less affected by the increase of N STA . To evaluate the performance gain that dualCS+ achieves against the comparable mechanisms, we defined G TH as the TH of dualCS+ divided by the TH of the others. As N STA increased from 20 to 100, the G TH s in the cases of BASE and RTS/CTS increased from 2.2 and 1.8 to 4.5 and 2.4, respectively. However, in the cases of dualCS and AdualCS, the G TH s were approximately 1.8 and 1.7, respectively, and nearly immune to the increase of N STA . Fig. 10(b) confirms that the remarkable enhancement of throughput in dualCS+ primarily originated from the increase of downlink throughput in the AP thanks to the decrease of ACK failures. For the entire range of N STA , the TH AP of dualCS+ was higher than those of BASE, RTS/CTS, dualCS, and AdualCS by up to 13.6, 14.2, 9.9, and 9.8 Mb/s, respectively.
Next, we can observe TH L and TH H for the mechanisms in Figs. 10(c) and 10(d), respectively. AdualCS maintained the highest value of TH L and was almost constant regardless of N STA ; however, it had a lower value of TH H than the other mechanisms (see Fig. 10(d) ). Compared to dualCS+, AdualCS increased TH L by 0.8-1.9 Mb/s, but decreased TH H by 4.3-10.3 Mb/s. On the other hand, dualCS+ greatly improved TH H , while maintaining a somewhat higher value of TH L . On average, compared to BASE, RTS/CTS, and dualCS, dualCS+ increased TH H by 7.0, 2.7, and 4.6 Mb/s, and at the same time, had a higher value of TH L by 2.6, 0.9, and 0.8 Mb/s, respectively.
2) THE EFFECT OF P CS,H
This simulation was performed to observe the effect of P CS,H . Fig. 11(a) shows TH with various value of P CS,H ranging between −82 dBm (= P CS,L ) to −52 dBm.
As P CS,H increased, the TH s of BASE and RTS/CTS decreased but those of the dual carrier sensing mechanisms increased. In BASE and RTS/CTS, the increase of P CS,H let more STA H s access the channel and exacerbated interference or collisions, and so the throughput decreased accordingly. However, in dualCS and AdualCS, the possibility of spatial reuse increased with respect to the increase of P CS,H , but the increase of TH was insignificant due to the problem of ISR. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , dualCS+ substantially outperformed the other mechanisms in terms of TH ; G TH s in the cases of BASE, RTS/CTS, dualCS, and AdualCS, reached 7.1, 3.6, 1.9, and 1.8, respectively.
The effect of P CS,H on can be observed in Fig. 11(b) . In BASE, RTS/CTS, and dualCS when P CS,H was the same as P CS,L (= −82 dBm), was close to 1 because there was no asymmetry in the carrier sensing between STA L s and STA H s. However, as P CS,H increased from −82 dBm to −67 dBm and −57 dBm, the s in BASE and RTS/CTS increased almost linearly, implying exacerbation of unfairness between STA L s and STA H s. Unlike BASE and RTS/CTS, the s of the three dual carrier sensing mechanisms were hardly sensitive to the change of P CS,H as long as P CS,H > −77 dBm; dualCS+ maintained at around 3.0, and the s in dualCS and AdualCS were about 2.3 and 1.3, respectively.
3) THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF BSSS
In the last simulation, we observed how performance was affected by the number of BSSs, N BSS . Here, both APs and STAs were randomly located in the square area of 200 m × 200 m. The APs were located so that the minimum distance between any two neighboring APs was greater than 50 m, which is close to the value of the maximum carrier sensing distance of an AP, and each STA was located so that it was within the coverage of at least one AP. We set N STA as 10 × N BSS (the number of STAs per BSS may have been different under this configuration). Table 5 lists the values of TH , 7 TH L , TH H , and when N BSS = 2, 4, and 8. First, when N BSS = 2, TH L did not deviated much from TH H , thus ranged from 1.02 to 1.94 for all the mechanisms. This is because, in the case of sparse 7 When measuring TH , the throughput of APs (TH AP ) was taken into account but not shown in Table 5 . deployment of BSSs, the interference from neighboring BSSs is not high enough to incur transmission failure or to hinder spatial reuse. In BASE and RTS/CTS, as N BSS increased, TH L decreased but TH H increased so that when N BSS = 8, increased up to about 35 and 14, respectively. Compared to the other mechanisms, AdualCS mostly maintained the highest value of TH L and lowest value of TH H , resulting in the smallest value of . In terms of TH L and TH H , dualCS+ outperformed the other mechanisms except for AdualCS. When considering BASE, RTS/CTS, and dualCS, G L s reached 3.1, 1.4, and 1.5, and G H s increased to 2.0, 1.2, and 1.9, respectively. Moreover, the relative enhancements of total throughput by dualCS+ over BASE, RTS/CTS, dualCS, and AdualCS, i.e. G TH s, increased to 3.2, 2.0, 1.9, and 1.8, respectively. An interesting result from Table 5 is that the TH of dualCS+ almost exactly increased in proportion to the value of N BSS ; in other words, the per-BSS throughput of dualCS+ maintained a nearly constant value regardless of N BSS , which is an important feature required in the dense deployment of WLANs. We would like to emphasize that the increase of with respect to N BSS is unavoidable and not undesirable because of spatial reuse among the inter-BSS STAs. In dualCS+, increased from 1.6 to 17 when N BSS increased from 2 to 8, which is comparable to that of dualCS but somewhat larger than that of AdualCS.
These results indicate a trade-off between spatial reuse and fairness in dualCS+.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated two problems arising when STAs have different capabilities of carrier sensing and they coexist densely; (i) the hidden node problem occurs in an asymmetric way between STA L s and STA H s (ii) the ACK frame is liable to be corrupted due to severe interference from the data frame. These problems not only degrade fair channel sharing among intra-BSS STAs but also hinder successful spatial reuse among inter-BSS STAs. We proposed a simple and unified solution to these two problems. As well as differentiating CSTH for both intra-BSS and inter-BSS transmission, the proposed dualCS+ mechanism selectively adjusts the transmission time of data frame so that the ACK frame can be successfully delivered. The simulation study showed that, compared to the conventional dualCS mechanism, dualCS+ decreased the ratio of ACK failure by more than two orders of magnitude and increased the total throughput by about 60% -90% in most cases. Moreover, it alleviated the degree of unfairness between STA L s and STA H s by increasing the throughput of STA L s by up to 50%, compared to dualCS. Although the dualCS+ mechanism is effective to avoid ACK corruption, it cannot completely assure successful concurrent transmission of data frames due to lack of any signaling mechanism or interference estimation. We expect that the performance of dualCS+ mechanism could be further improved by combining it with a proper signaling mechanism or by controlling transmission power and/or carrier sensing threshold, which could become a topic for our future research.
